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All our products go through rigorous quality assurance processes so we can
assure they reach the quality standard that allow us to offer a 5 year guarantee.
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Flow Regulators

JTP offers a range of affordable water saving devices and flow 

regulators to help you use water more economically.

Flow regulators control the flow of water by responding to signals 

generated by independent devices like flow meters or temperature 

gauges fitted inside showers and taps. They are manufactured using 

certified materials to avoid splash and maximise water and energy 

savings.

There are so many reasons we need to be mindful of our water 

usage – the huge demands placed on our water supplies have 

caused the government to launch legislation regulating the flow of 

water supplied by taps and showers in new homes.

Equally, we all want to be kinder to the environment by using water 

efficiently to contribute to a greener future. Conserving water is 

good news for both the planet and our pockets, as reducing water 

consumption helps us to save money on household bills.

All of our water saving devices and flow regulators conform to 

new legislation and come with Water Regulation Advisory Scheme 

approval to reassure you of their eco credentials. 

A shower regulator suitable for shower 
applications. Should be connected to 
the inlet of the hose. Available in flow 
rates circa 6.0 litre, 8.0 litre, 10.0 litre 
or 12.0 litre
FL1
£8.50

Constant flow regulator suitable for 
insertion into the 1/2” inlet connection 
of taps manufactured to BS5412 Type 2 
connection (pillar taps). Available in 2.0 
litre minimum, 4.0 litre minimum
FL3
£3.00

Aerator converter kit suitable for most 
screwed spout outlet connections replacing 
the current stream straightener. Available 
in 1.7 litre spray wash hand basin, 3.5 litre 
aerated column general basins or 5.0 litre 
aerated column
FL2
£7.60

Economy shower regulator suitable  for 
accurate flow control to mains pressure feed 
systems only. Can be fitted in any 1/2” flat 
face connection, shower hose or flexible tap 
connectors. Come complete with integral 
gasket. Available in 6.0 litre, 8.0 litre, 10.0 
litre or 12.0 litre flow rates
FL4
£3.00

All the below constant flow controls reduce dynamic pressure avoiding splash and maximise 
the water/energy saving and system balancing.  They are produced from materials which have 
certification meeting the requirement of BS5490 “Materials for use with contact to potable water”

Essentials by JTP 

Introducing the new JTP Essentials catalogue, showcasing the elite 

of bathroom brassware which offers the ultimate value for money. 

JTP was established in 1992 and through their ability to keep

pace with the consumers ever changing lifestyles, tastes and preferences, 

quickly gained a strong foothold in the UK market for designer brassware 

and accessories.

Bringing you a diverse mix of statement shapes and striking finishes; clean lines 

cater for those seeking minimalism, whilst delicate details add a splash of classic 

opulence to any bathroom interior.

Filled with new ranges to impact and inspire, here at JTP we are 

confident you will find the latest brassware solutions to suit all your bathroom 

needs for a simple update of complete bathroom makeover.

At JTP, we are dedicated to bring our customers the best designs at the most affordable 

prices.  
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Stream basin mixer with click 
clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £128.00
18001

Stream mini basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £103.00
18025

Stream deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £217.00
18275

Stream deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £184.00
18223

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Stream
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  9www.justtapsplus.co.uk

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Milo basin mixer with click 
clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £116.00
16001

Milo deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £155.50
16275

Milo deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £136.00
16223

Milo basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £96.00
16011

Milo bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £102.50
16015

Milo
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Ravina basin mixer with click clack 
waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £114.50
JTRA111P

Ravina deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £157.50
JTRA303P

Ravina deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £187.50
JTRA301P






  




    



   




  






 



   

Ravina
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Gleam basin mixer with click 
clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £123.00
JTGE111P

Gleam deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £196.00
JTGE303P

Gleam deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £215.00
JTGE301P

  









  

  







  

  




Gleam
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Cami tall single lever basin mixer 
without pop up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £178.50
JTCM125P

Cami deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £187.00
JTCM303P

Cami mini single lever basin mixer 
with click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £83.00
JTCM116P

Cami single lever basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £101.00
JTCM111P

Cami
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Cami

Cami deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £217.00
JTCM301P

Cami floor standing deck bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £590.00
JTCM401P
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Dash

Dash tall single lever basin mixer 
without pop up waste,  LP 0.2
Chrome:  £145.00
JTDVE125P

Dash deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £160.00
JTDVE303P

Dash mini single lever basin mixer 
with click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £79.00
JTDVE116P

Dash single lever basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £91.00
JTDVE111P

Dash

Dash deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £178.00
JTDVE301P

19www.justtapsplus.co.uk

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

146.5

79

123



Eco
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Eco mini single lever basin mixer with 
click clack, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £102.50 -17053CC

Eco single lever basin mixer with click 
clack, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £106.00 -17001CC

Eco single lever basin mixer with pop 
up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £105.50 -17051

Eco deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £139.00
17223

Eco deck mounted bath shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £169.00
17275

Eco basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £73.00
17011

Eco bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £79.50
17015

17053CC 17001CC
17051



Sable
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  23www.justtapsplus.co.uk

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Sable single lever basin mixer 
with click clack, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £96.00
JTSH111P

Sable deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £170.50
JTSH303P

Sable deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £192.00
JTSH301P



  






  

 




    

  






  

Sable floor standing bath shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £599.00
JTSH406P
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XY

25

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

XY single lever basin mixer with 
click clack, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £47.00
XY108

XY deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £75.00
XY221

XY deck mounted bath shower 
mixer with kit, MP  0.5
Chrome:  £88.00
XY122



Detail
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Detail mono basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £85.00
JTDE151P

Detail deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £131.50
JTDE303P

Detail deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £156.50
JTDE301P
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Sprint
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Sprint basin mixer with click clack 
waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £82.50
JTST111P

Sprint deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £112.00
JTST303P

Sprint deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £137.00
JTST301P

Sprint tall basin mixer without pop 
up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £106.00
JTST125P
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Lava

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Lava single lever basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £110.00
JTLD111P

Lava deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £195.00
JTLD303P

Lava deck mounted bath shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £197.00
JTLD301P

30
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Gant

Gant deck mounted bath shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £236.00
JTGT301P

Gant deck mounted bath filler, LP 
0.2
Chrome:  £214.00
JTGT303P

Gant wall mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £185.00
JTGT304P

Gant single lever basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £125.00
JTGT111P

33www.justtapsplus.co.uk

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



Stream
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Gant

Gant wall mounted bath shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £200.00
JTGT302P

34
LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  
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Carlo

Carlo basin mixer with click clack 
waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £174.00
42051

Carlo single lever tall basin mixer, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £270.50
42009

Carlo wall mounted single lever 
concealed basin mixer, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £275.00
42231

Carlo single lever bidet mixer, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £199.00
42213

Carlo

Carlo deck mounted ‘H’ type bath 
filler,
LP 0.2 
Chrome:  £315.50
42223

Carlo deck mounted bath shower 
mixer with
kit, LP 0.2 
Chrome:  £360.00
42275

Carlo 4 hole bath shower mixer
with extractable hose and 
handset, HP 1
Chrome:  £539.00
42277

Carlo wall mounted (with
flanges) single lever bath shower 
mixer with kit, HP 1
Chrome:  £338.00
42119W/M 

Carlo deck mounted single lever 
bath shower mixer with kit, HP 1
Chrome:  £338.00
42119
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



38

Carlo

Carlo concealed diverter valve,
HP 1
Chrome:  £136.50
42079

Carlo concealed manual valve,
HP 1
Chrome:  £179.00
42227

Carlo single lever conceaed 
shower mixer diverter vlave with 
slide rail, shower handle and hose, 
HP 2
Chrome:  £694.00
42042

Carlo

Carlo thermostatic concealed 
1 outlet shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £213.00
42651

Carlo thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £276.00
42671

Carlo thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £323.00
42690

Carlo thermostatic concealed 
3 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £345.00
42691
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  40www.justtapsplus.co.uk

Yatin

Yatin basin mixer without pop 
up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £64.50
JTYE111P

Yatin deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £102.00
JTYE303P

Yatin deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £131.00
JTYE301P
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Yatin deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £131.00
JTYE112P

Yatin wall mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £131.00
JTYE112WMP
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Space

Space mono basin mixer without 
pop up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £96.50
JTSL151P

Space deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £107.50
JTSL303P

Space deck mounted bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £134.00
JTSL301P
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



Nelson
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Nelson mono basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £81.00
JTIL151P

Nelson basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £60.00
JTIL101P

Nelson bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £69.50
JTIL306P

 



  
 




 






 



Nelson deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £115.00
JTIL303P
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Nelson

Nelson deck mounted bath shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £130.00
JTIL301P
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Nelson floor standing bath shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £515.50
JTIL401P







  




  



Nelson monoblock bidet mixer 
with pop up waste LP 0.2
Chrome:  £89.00
JTIL251P

  



  



Sapphire
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Sapphire

Sapphire mono basin mixer with 
click clack waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £104.00
JTSN151P

Sapphire bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £96.00
JTSN306P

Sapphire basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £83.00
JTSN101P

Sapphire deck mounted shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £226.00
JTSN301P

Sapphire floor standing bath 
shower mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £542.00
JTSN401P

Sapphire monoblock bidet mixer 
with pop up waste LP 0.2
Chrome:  £112.00
JTSN251P

  



  

48



Vega
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Vega basin mixer with pop up 
waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £141.75
V16169

Vega mono bidet mixer with pop 
up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £141.75
V16613

Vega basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £56.70
V16011

Vega bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £69.50
V16015



Continental

Continental mono basin mixer with 
pop up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £151.50
169

Continental basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £82.80
011

Continental bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £87.95
015
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



Continental

54

Continental bath filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £156.05
223

Continental bath filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £135.45
221

Continental bath shower mixer 
with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £227.20
275

Continental bath shower mixer 
with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £223.20
271

Continental

Continental breach mixer 
without kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £101.65
209

Continental mono bidet mixer with 
pop up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £151.50
613
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



Astra

Astra mono basin mixer with 
pop up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £64.50
3169

Astra basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £30.00
3011

Astra bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £39.00
3015

Astra deck mounted bath 
filler, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £82.50
3223
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



Astra

Astra deck mounted shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £92.50
3275

Astra mono bidet mixer with pop 
up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £76.00
3613

58
LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  
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Astra-CD

Astra-CD deck mounted shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £124.00
3275-CD

Astra-CD mono bidet mixer with 
pop up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £87.00
3613-CD
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Astra-CD

Astra-CD mono basin mixer with 
pop up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £82.00
3169-CD

Astra-CD basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £46.00
3011-CD

Astra-CD bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £49.00
3015-CD

Astra-CD deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £109.00
3223-CD
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Astra-C

Astra-C mono basin mixer with pop 
up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £85.00
3169-C

Astra-C basin taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £48.00
3011-C

Astra-C bath taps, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £51.00
3015-C

Astra-C deck mounted bath filler, 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £112.50
3223-C



Astra-C

Astra-C deck mounted shower 
mixer with kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £120.00
3275-C

Astra-C mono bidet mixer with pop 
up waste, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £84.00
3613-C
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Concealed Thermostats

Round thermostatic concealed 
1 outlet shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £232.00
JTTHERMO1P

Round thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £236.00
JTTHERMO2P

Round thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £300.00
JTTHERMO3P

Round thermostatic concealed 
3 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £305.00
JTTHERMO4P

Concealed Thermostats

Square thermostatic concealed 
1 outlet shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £235.00
JTTHERMO5P

Square thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £240.00
JTTHERMO6P

Square thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £306.00
JTTHERMO7P

Square thermostatic concealed 
3 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £310.00
JTTHERMO8P
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



Concealed Thermostats

Cross thermostatic concealed 
1 outlet shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £240.00
JTTHERMO9P

Cross thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £245.00
JTTHERMO10P

Cross thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £313.00
JTTHERMO11P

Cross thermostatic concealed 
3 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £317.00
JTTHERMO12P

Concealed Thermostats

Victorian thermostatic concealed 
1 outlet shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £247.00
JTTHERMO13P

Victorian thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £250.00
JTTHERMO14P

Victorian thermostatic concealed 
2 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £322.00
JTTHERMO15P

Victorian thermostatic concealed 
3 outlets shower valve, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £325.50
JTTHERMO16P
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  



Exposed Thermostats

Round thermostatic bar valve with 2 
outlets, adjustable riser and shower 
kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £280.00
JTTSM717P

LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  70

Square thermostatic bar valve with 2 
outlets, adjustable riser and shower 
kit, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £327.00
JTTSM716P

Exposed Thermostats

71



Exposed Thermostats

Torre shower valve with slider rail, 
multifunction hand shower and 
front fixing brackets, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £120.00
1224/1299 
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  
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Overhead Showers & Shower Rails

Single function shower handle, 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
Plastic:  £8.50
101W

Single function shower handle, 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
Chrome:  £11.00
102C

Status shower head with wall 
shower arm, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £154.00
1245

Status shower head with  
ceiling shower arm, LP 0.2
Chrome:  £133.00
1345
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Overhead Showers & Shower Rails

Multi function shower handle, 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
Chrome:  £20.00
108

Multi function shower handle, 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
Chrome:  £20.00
106

Single function shower handle, 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
Chrome:  £15.00 
107

75

3 way multi function shower 
handle, (Blister Packaging), 
LP 0.2
Chrome:  £20.00
109

Round/WS
Chrome:  £50.40
ESRWS001

24
3m

m
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m

m

   G1/2’’
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Slider rail with multi function shower 
handle, (Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
Chrome:  £66.50
112

Overhead Showers & Shower Rails

Slider rail with multi function shower 
handle, (Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
Chrome:  £63.50
114
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Slider rail
Chrome:  £43.50
111

Shower hose, 1.25m 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
10mm Bore: - £15.00 - Hose10
12mm Bore: - £15.00 - Hose3 
 
 
Shower hose, 1.5m 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
10mm Bore: - £16.00 - Hose2
12mm Bore: - £19.00 - Hose8 

Shower hose, 1.75m 
(Blister Packaging), LP 0.2
10mm Bore: - £17.00 - Hose1
12mm Bore: - £21.50 - Hose9 



Wastes

Click clack basin waste, 
unslotted
Chrome:  £17.00
XY709CC

Click clack basin waste, 
slotted
Chrome:  £17.00
XY709CCSL
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LP 0.2 - 0.2 bar pressure (low pressure)
HP 1 - 1 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 2 - 2 bar pressure (high pressure)
HP 3-5 - 3 bar pressure (high pressure)  

Terms & Conditions  
1. Prices

Prices shown are inclusive of VAT. The company reserves the right  

to modify prices and general sales conditions at any time without  

prior notice.

2. Orders

All orders are subject to the company’s approval and are completely 

and tacitly subject to the following sales conditions. The order 

is confirmed at the prices shown in the catalogue. Modifications 

to orders communicated verbally and/or by the phone must be 

confirmed in writing by the customer. A customer cannot cancel an 

order without the agreement of the company; the company reserves 

the right to apply appropriate charges. The minimum purchase 

order is £75.00 excluding VAT. Orders under this value will incur a 

carriage fee.

3. Delivery

The company shall endeavour to deliver the goods by the date 

quoted for delivery, but such date is not guaranteed. The date 

quoted shall be extended by a reasonable period if there is a 

delay caused for any reason beyond the reasonable control of the 

company.

4. Packaging

All products are packaged by fully trained, professional warehousing 

staff and leave the premises in optimum condition for delivery. As 

such, Just Taps Plus declines all responsibility for damages arising 

from mishandling during transit.

5. Compatibility

Whilst the majority of Just Taps Plus products are compatible with 

UK specifications, care should be taken on product selection prior to 

ordering to avoid problems arising from installation issues. 

Just Taps Plus reserves the right to make technical changes to 

products at any time and modify or cancel models. Details and 

dimensions are approximate; therefore we advise no pre-drilling to 

fit products before delivery. Just Taps Plus will not be held liable for 

fitting issues that arise if drilling is attempted before the product is 

received.

6. Payment terms

The buyer shall pay the price of the goods no later than the end of 

the next calendar month following the date of invoice relating to 

the goods. All payments shall be made in full, without deduction in 

respect of any counter claim. 

If the buyer fails to comply strictly with the company’s terms the 

company shall be entitled to cancel the contract or suspend any 

further deliveries to the buyer. Any sum remaining outstanding after 

the company’s terms will be considered overdue and will attract 

interest payable to the company at the rate of 5% over Barclays 

bank base rate, until payment is received.

7. Property rights

Until Just Taps Plus has received full payment for goods the goods 

will remain the exclusive property of Just Taps Plus.

8. Company’s liability

8.1 Nothing in these terms shall exclude or restrict the company’s 

liability

a) For death or personal injury resulting from the company’s   

 negligence or

b) For fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation or

c) Under section 2 (3) Consumer Protection Act 1987 or

d) For any matter for which it would be illegal for the company      

 to exclude or attempt to exclude its liability

8.2 The company warrants that, subject to the other provisions of 

these terms, upon delivery:

a) The goods will be of good materials and workmanship

 b) the goods will be reasonably fit for any particular purpose for 

which the goods are being bought, if the buyer had made known 

that purpose to the company in writing and a person authorised 

to sign on behalf of the company has confirmed in writing that it is 

reasonable for the buyer to rely on the skill and judgement of the 

company

8.3 In this clause “the defect” shall mean the condition and/or 

any attribute of the goods and/or any condition or circumstance 

arising from any service provided by the company and/or any other 

circumstances which but for the effect of these conditions would 

have entitled the buyer to damages.

8.4 The company shall not be liable for a breach of any of the 

warranties in Clause 8.2:

 a) Unless the defect is discovered within 7 days of the date of 

delivery and the company is given written notice of the defect within 

7 days of it being discovered

  b) The buyer makes any further use of the goods after giving notice 

of the defect to the company

 c) If the buyer fails to adhere to the terms of payment set out in the 

terms

 d) Unless after discovery of the defect the company is given a 

reasonable opportunity to inspect the goods before they are used, 

fixed or interfered with in any way and the buyer (if asked to do so 

by the company) returns such goods to the company’s premises at 

the buyer’s cost for the examination to take place there. If, following 

such inspection by the company, the company accepts that the 

goods do have a defect the company shall refund to the buyer the 

reasonable cost incurred in returning such goods to the company. It 

is acknowledged that the costs of suspending works are relevant to 

the determination of what is a reasonable opportunity and this



clause shall not apply to any works affecting the goods which it 

may be reasonably necessary to carry out in the interests of safety 

and/or as emergency measures 

e) If the defect arises as a result of the goods being used for a 

purpose other than that specified to or by the company

f) If the defect arises from fair wear and tear; and/or

 g) If the defect arises from the buyer’s negligence, misuse, 

alteration or repair of the goods, failure to follow British Standard 

or industry instructions relevant to the goods, storage of the goods 

in unsuitable conditions or use of the goods in abnormal working 

conditions

8.5 Subject to clause 8.4, if any of the goods do not conform with 

any of the warranties in clause 8.2 the company shall at its option 

repair or replace such goods (or the defective part) to refund the 

price of such goods at the pro rata contract rate provided that, if the 

company so requests, the buyer shall at the company’s expense 

return the goods or part of the such goods which is/are defective 

to the company.

8.6 If the company complies with clause 8.5 it shall have no further 

liability for a breach of any of the warranties in clause 8.2 in respect  

of such goods.

8.7 If the goods are supplied manufactured or processed to 

information or a design supplied by the buyer or as approved by the 

buyer or any third person nominating or specifying the goods then:

8.7.1 Subject to clauses 8.1 and 8.12 the company shall not be 

under any liability for damages howsoever caused or under clause 

8.5 of these terms as the case may be, except in the event of:

a) Fraudulent misrepresentation by the company, or

 b) Misrepresentation where the representation was made or 

confirmed by a person authorised to sign on behalf of the company,  

OR

c) Non-compliance with such information, or

 d) Breach of a written warranty signed by a person authorised 

to sign on behalf of the company that the goods are fit for that 

purpose.

8.7.2 The buyer will unconditionally, fully and effectively indemnify 

the company against all losses, damages and costs on an 

indemnity basis and expenses awarded against or incurred by 

the company in connection with or paid or agreed to be paid by 

the company in settlement of any claim for infringement of any 

intellectual property rights of any other person.

8.8 If the goods are supplied by a reference to information provided 

by an authorised person on behalf of the company then, subject to 

clauses 8.1 and 8.12, the company shall not be under any liability 

for damages howsoever caused or under clause 8.5 except in the

 proportion and to the extent that such damages have resulted 

primarily from the company’s breach of contract or negligence.

8.9 The company will not be liable under clause 8.8 if material 

information is withheld, concealed or misrepresented by the buyer.

8.10 Subject to clauses 8.1 and 8.12 the company shall not be 

liable for misrepresentation (unless fraudulent) or in contract tort 

(including negligence or breach of statutory duty) or otherwise, 

howsoever and whatever the cause thereof for:

 a) Any financial loss or any liability the buyer may have to a 

third party or any loss of profit, business, contracts, revenues, 

anticipated savings, reputation or goodwill, and/or

 b) Any special, indirect or consequential loss or damage of any 

nature whatsoever, howsoever caused.

8.11 The buyer will unconditionally, fully and effectively indemnify 

the company against all losses, damages, penalties and costs on 

an indemnity basis and expenses awarded against or incurred by 

the company in connection with, or paid or agreed to be paid by the 

company in any settlement of any claim by any third party arising 

from the supply or use of the goods. This indemnity will be reduced 

in proportion to the extent that such losses, damages, penalties, 

costs and expenses are due to the company’s negligence.

8.12 Without prejudice to any other provisions of these terms, in 

any event the company’s total liability for any one claim or the total 

of all claims arising from any one act of default on the company’s 

part (whether arising from the company’s negligence or otherwise) 

shall not exceed twice the amount of the contract price.

8.13 The contract contains the entire agreement between the 

company and the buyer. The buyer acknowledges that it has not 

relied upon any statement, promise or representation made or 

given on behalf of the company which is not set out in this contract, 

except as expressly provided in these terms (and except where 

the goods are sold to a consumer within the meaning of the Unfair 

Contract Terms Act 1977).

All warranties, conditions or other terms implied by statute or 

common law are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law 

(subject always to clause 8.1 and save for the conditions implied by 

section 12 of the Sales of Goods Act 1979).

Where the goods are sold under a consumer transaction 

(as defined by the Consumer Transactions (Restrictions on 

Statements) Order 1976) the statutory rights of the consumer are 

not affected by  

these terms.

8.14 Accessory item such as shower hoses and shower handles 

which are subject to wear and tear are limited to a 1-year 

guarantee.

Internal cartridges are also subject to lime scale build-up and as 

such are limited to a 1-year guarantee.
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